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Abstract
This paper is aimed to present information about the most current threats and attacks on cloud computing, as well
as security measures. The paper discusses threats and attacks that are most effective on cloud computing such as
data breach, data loss, service traffic hijacking..etc. The severity and effect of these attacks are discussed along
with real-life examples of these attacks. The paper also suggests mitigation techniques that can be used to reduce
or eliminate the risk of the threats discussed. In addition, general cloud security recommendations are given.
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1.

Introduction

Network security is a challenging task. It has become an integral part of any network service. With the rapidly
increasing number of transactions happening on the Internet, security has become an essential part of everyday life.
Network security becomes much more difficult to control when the environment becomes as dynamic and demanding as cloud computing.
Cloud computing aims at reducing costs. This reduction is not only in terms of computing resource, but also
in terms of helping its users to focus on the business instead of the information technology enabling this business.
Cloud computing has evolved from many different technologies such as virtualization, autonomic-computing, gridcomputing, and many other technologies [1].
With every new technology, new challenges arise. A very important challenge is providing adequate security to
that cloud to perform as aimed.
In RFC 2828 [2], threat is identified as A potential for violation of security, which exists when there is a
circumstance, capability, action, or event that could breach security and cause harm. On the other hand, the same
RFC identifies an attack as an assault on system security that derives from an intelligent threat, i.e., an intelligent
act that is a deliberate attempt to evade security services and violate the security policy of a system.
In general, computer security identifies three main objectives:
• Confidentiality: Assuring that data is available only to eligible entities and no unauthorized access to data
can be obtained.
• Integrity: Assuring that data has not been altered in any way while it is stored or while its transport over the
network.
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• Authentication: Assuring the identity of the entity involved in the communication.
However, with the emergence of new technologies and threats, two more objectives can be added to the previous
list:
• Availability: Assuring that data and services are always available at the required time.
• Accountability: Assuring that no entity can deny its participation in a data transfer between them [3].
These security objectives require the employment of certain security mechanisms and services to be implemented.
We can identify a security mechanism as a process, or a device, aimed to detect, prevent, or recover from a security
attack. Security mechanisms like encryption, hashing, steganography, etc. are commonly used in achieving security
objectives.
A Security Service can be identified as a processing or communication service aimed to enhances the security of
data and the information transfers of an entity. These services help in countering security attacks. Security services
usually employ one or more security mechanism to achieve its goals [3].

2.

Cloud Computing Service Models

As shown in figure 1, at the base of the cloud computing model, there is a hardware layer that contains the
processors, memory, and storage components. Over that layer, there is an abstraction layer of software that realizes
the unique characteristics of cloud computing. This is called the hypervisor. Above this layer of abstraction lie three
layers Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). Each one
of these layers represent a service model of cloud computing.

Figure 1: Layers of Cloud Computing

2.1.

Infrastructure-as-a-Service

IaaS service model is the lowest level of service provided to the client. In this service model, the cloud computing
client is provided with controlled access to the virtual infrastructure. Using this access, the client can install
operating system and application software. From the clients point of view, this model is similar to renting the
hardware from a service provider and letting the service provider manage the hardware. In this sense, the client
does not have control over the physical hardware. On the other hand, the client will have to manage the security
aspects from the operating system and up to the applications. This model requires the client to have highly
experienced network engineer(s). Handling everything from the operating system and up is a big responsibility that
most clients decline to handle, especially because of the security burdens. Thus, this model is not of high preference
in the cloud computing clients society [4].

2.2.

Platform-as-a-Service

In PaaS, the operating system and all platform-related tools (like compilers) are already installed for the client.
These pre-installed components are also managed by the cloud service provider.
Clients have the freedom of installing additional tools based on their needs. However, the control over the
infrastructure is retained by the service provider. The client controls applications development, configuration, and
deployment. In some aspects, this service model is similar to the traditional webhosting services in which clients
rent a remote server with development platform pre-installed on it. The major difference between this model
and traditional web hosting is the rapid provisioning. Traditional web hosting is managed manually and requires
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human intervention when the demand increases or decreases. On the other hand, provisioning in cloud computing
is automatic and rapid. Thus, it does not require any human interventions [4].

2.3.

Software-as-a-Service

SaaS model focuses on the application level and abstracts the user away from infrastructure and platform details.
Usually, applications are provisioned via thin client interfaces such as web browsers or even mobile phone apps [4].
Microsofts Outlook.com is a clear example of this. An organization can adopt Outlook.com electronic mail service
and never bother with hardware maintenance, service uptime, security, or even operating system management. The
client is given the control over certain parameters in the software configuration, for example, creating and deleting
mail boxes. These parameters can be controlled through the interface of the application.

3.

Public And Private Clouds

Before we start discussing security threats and attacks, we need to identify private and public clouds. A public
cloud can be identified as a cloud service provided and managed by an organization (such as Google, and Microsoft)
to the general public. This cloud can provide services to multiple clients.
On the other hand, a private cloud can be identified as a cloud service provided and managed by an organization
for the use of the organizations private use. This cloud provides services only to this particular organization.
Another type can be a hybrid cloud where a cloud is partially public, and partially private [4].

4.

Threats

In addition to the regular threats to network security, the unique nature of cloud computing creates a different
type of threats that are available only in a cloud environment. For example, attacks on cloud components like
hypervisors are not available in the classic network security terminology.
In their The Notorious Nine report, Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) have identified nine threats that represent
most important threats to cloud computing security in the year 2013 [5]. In the coming sections, these threats will
be discussed.

4.1.

Data Breaches

In many organizations, the worst scenario that can happen is to have your sensitive information falling in the hands
of your competitors.
In the case of a poorly designed multitenant cloud service database, a flaw in one clients application could allow
an attacker access the data of that client and all other clients [6].
In 2012, researchers introduced a side-channel attack by which one Virtual Machine (VM) can extract private
cryptographic keys on the same physical machine [7]. It threats the models of IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS. Mitigation
of this threat is not a simple task. The interaction between Data Breaches and Data Loss is delicate and the
emergency plans need to be crafted carefully. One way of eliminating data breaches is to encrypt all of the clients
data. However, if the encryption key is lost, the client would have a complete data loss. Thus, the client would
need to have a backup copy of the data, somewhere else, or even offline backup. The client should keep in mind
that having more copies of the data would potentially increase the probability of data breaches.

4.2.

Data Loss

Data loss is not always caused by a malicious attacker. In addition to natural catastrophes such as floods, fires,
and earthquakes, data loss can be a result of accidental erasure by the cloud service provider. In some scenarios,
data loss can be cause by the client, and not the service provider. An example of this case is the one mentioned in
the previous sub-section; if the client encrypts the data before uploading to the cloud and loses the encryption key,
the data would be lost. Thus, the burden of data loss does not fall on the shoulders of the service provider only,
but on the client as well.
In many countries, the organizations are required to keep complete audit logs of their work. If these logs were
stored on the cloud and lost, this can jeopardize the existence of the organization and cause many legal issues.
It is considered a threat to the IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS models as well.
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Mitigation of this threat can be done through backups. Regular (daily or even hourly) offline backups can be
used to restore data with minimum loss. For services that have zero-tolerance for data loss, on-line backups with a
different service provider can be a costly, but safe, solution.

4.3.

Account or Service Traffic Hijacking

Old attacks like fraud, phishing, and exploiting software vulnerabilities are still in action. These attacks can still
achieve the intended result for a malicious attacker. Reusing of usernames and passwords magnifies the severity of
this threat.
A new scope is added to these attacks in cloud computing. The attacker, after gaining access to the clients
credentials, can eavesdrop on the client transactions, return falsified information, manipulate data, and even redirect
the users to illegitimate sites. In addition to that, the attacker can use the instances of the client as attacking bases
to attack other people. Such access, can compromise confidentiality, availability, and integrity.
In 2009, Amazon had a large number of their cloud systems hijacked and were used to run Zeus botnet nodes
[8]. According to [9], in 2010 Amazon.com had a cross-site scripting (XSS) bug that allowed attackers to hijack
credentials from the site.
This threat exists in IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS models of the could system.
The first mitigation technique is to increase the awareness. Increasing the awareness of the organizations
employees can be crucial in cancelling the dangers of attacks like phishing and other social engineering techniques.
Keeping all systems up-to-date and always patching an updating operating systems and protection software is
also vital.
Another important aspect of mitigation is to prohibit account credentials sharing between users and services.
The use of two-factor authentication like password and fingerprint, password and voiceprint, ..etc. can eliminate
this threat to a great extent.
The client must be aware that there is no way to fully proof your system against these types of attacks. Instead,
there are many ways to reduce their probability severely and scenarios of handling these breaches after they happen.

4.4.

Insecure Interfaces and APIs

In order the client can manage and interact with the cloud services, the cloud service provider needs to provide a set
of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). These APIs are used for provisioning, management, orchestration,
and monitoring. Availability and security of the cloud service is heavily dependent on the security of these APIs.
This security task becomes more complicated when many organizations build on these APIs to provide valueadded services to their customers. This moves that APIs to a layered model which also increases risk as the
organization might have to give their credentials to a third-party to enable them to create or use these new APIs.
This threat exists on IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS models.
It is essential that the clients understand the security implications that come with the usage, management,
orchestration and monitoring of cloud services.
It is also essential to select a cloud service provider that provides authentication and access control, encryption
and activity monitoring APIs that are designed to protect against accidental as well as malicious attempts to
circumvent the policy.
Depending on poorly designed APIs can compromise the confidentiality integrity, availability and accountability.
Thus, secure and properly design APIs must be seeked by the client when selecting the cloud service provider.

4.5.

Threats to Availability

Threats to availability exist in almost all networking services. In general, these threats aim at preventing the service
from being provided to its intended audience. This can be through preventing website visitors from viewing the
website, blocking legitimate user access to a Voice-over-IP (VoIP) server, ..etc.
In cloud computing, the situation is slightly worse. Denial of Service (DoS) attacks would not only render the
service unavailable, but cause huge additional financial implications. Since cloud service providers charge their
clients based on the amount of resources they consume, the attacker can cause a huge increase in the bill even if the
attacker did not succeed in taking the clients system completely down. Another point that makes this threat even
more dangerous in cloud computing is that cloud computing clients share the same infrastructure. Hence, a heavy
DoS attack on one client can bring down the whole cloud. This threat exists in IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS models.
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Being at the receiving end of a DoS attack is analogous to being caught in traffic lock; you cant get to your
destination and you can do nothing about it except waiting. The service outage becomes very frustrating to clients
and they start re-considering the reasons why they moved their data to the cloud [5].
There is no clearly-identified cure to this threat. However, service providers tend to use security appliances
like firewalls, intrusion detection, and intrusion prevention systems that can help in reducing the risk and early
detection of the attacks.

4.6.

Malicious Insiders

A malicious insider, although the probability of occurrence is very low, can have a very high magnitude of impact.
In [7], it is considered one of the highest possible risks on a cloud computing service. The reason behind that is
that cloud architectures necessitate certain roles which are considered of the highest possible risk. An example of
these roles is CP system administrators and auditors and managed security service providers dealing with intrusion
detection reports and incident response.
Organizations that depend solely on the service provider in security are at great risk due to malicious insiders.
From IaaS to PaaS and SaaS models the malicious insider can have increasing access levels to more critical data
[5]. Encrypting the client data will not completely mitigate this threat. If the encryption keys are not stored with
the client and are only available at data-usage time, the system is still vulnerable to malicious insider attack. Thus,
it is advisable that all client data is encrypted and the keys should be kept with the client.
In [10], a detailed review of the existing trust management research in cloud environments was introduced. The
paper also provided a detailed assessment of the research on trust management. This can be useful in the avoidance
and detection of insider attacks.
A novel method of detecting malicious insiders and malicious administrators was proposed in [11]. This paper
discusses the threats to client data privacy and integrity posed by a malicious cloud administrator. The paper also
explains how the existing cloud architecture needs to be extended to accommodate the suggested method. Abuse
of Cloud Services The idea behind cloud computing is to provide low-cost high-resource solutions. These low-cost
solutions can be very beneficial to small companies that require high computing resources for a short period of
time. On the other hand, these services can be used by malicious attackers. The access to these huge computing
resources can be abused and these resources can be directed towards attacking other systems.
The imminence of this threat has dropped over the past few years due to stricter policies followed by cloud
service providers. This threat applies to IaaS, and PaaS models.
The only possible way to mitigate this threat is to use a cloud service provider that has strict policies related
to service abuse with a quick response time to violations of these policies. There is nothing technical to be done as
far as the client is concerned.

4.7.

Insufficient Due Diligence

Cloud computing has become the big thing that every organization would like to use. Some companies jump into
using cloud computing with maturation of the concept and without being completely prepared and comprehend the
model fully.
The quick adoption of cloud computing can be a realistic goal for organizations that have the resources required
to implement cloud computing properly. Organizations that does not fully comprehend the requirements of proper
implementation of cloud computing will have many issues with operational responsibility, incident response, and
many other aspects [5].
Organizations with weak understanding of cloud computing can have contractual issues over obligations on
liability, response, or transparency. This is caused by mismatch of expectations between the client and the cloud
service provider. Security issues might arise by pushing applications that are dependent on internal network-level
security controls to the cloud. Organizations might also face unknown operational and architectural issues when
they use designers and architects that are unfamiliar with cloud technologies for their applications. This threat
applies to IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS models.
The only way to mitigate this threat is that the organization should not migrate to using cloud computing unless
they are fully aware of their capabilities and certain that the have the human and information technology resources
required.
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Shared Technology Vulnerabilities

Cloud computing relies on many backend technologies to provide its services. Any vulnerability existent in the
backend can lead to exploitation in all clients. There are cases where the underlying architecture (such as CPU
caches, GPUs, etc.) does not provide complete isolation properties.
When an integral part is compromised, such as the hypervisor, it exposes not only the compromised client,
but the entire environment. This type of vulnerability is considered extremely dangerous because it can affect a
complete cloud all at once [5].
The severity of this threat has dropped over the past few years. This drop is due to more accurate configuration
and isolation by the hardware manufacturers and the cloud service providers. This threat exists in IaaS, SaaS, and
PaaS models.
The mitigation of this threat is to be done by the cloud service provider. Keeping systems updated and giving
high attention to configuration can reduce the probability of exploiting such vulnerability.

4.9.

Other Threats

There are many other threats to the cloud computing systems that have varying severity. The following list provides
some of the other threats of less importance than the ones discussed earlier.
• Lock-in: No clear rules governing the portability of data and services. If a client wishes to change provider,
many issues may arise [12].
• Insecure or Incomplete Data Deletion: when a request to delete a cloud resource is made, as with most
operating systems, this may not result in true wiping of the data [12].
• Loss of Governance: There are some cases in which the Service-Level Agreements (SLA) do not cover all
security aspects such the client is unclear about which measures need to be taken by the client and which by
the cloud service provider.
• Acquisition of the cloud provider: this could increase the likelihood of a strategic shift and may put nonbinding agreements at risk [12].

5.

Attacks On The Cloud

Cloud computing, as any other platform, is a target for many attacks. These attacks have different aims starting
from eavesdropping, to complete system failure. It is vital that these attacks are identified clearly and their
mitigation techniques.

5.1.

Denial-of-Service

DoS attacks try to render the service unavailable to its users. The attack consumes large amounts of system
resources such as processing power, memory, and bandwidth. This consumption will leave the service inaccessible
to the users or intolerably slow.
DoS attacks, and their variant Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), grab high media attention mostly because
of their magnitude. In 1988, only six DDoS attacks took place, as the reports show. DDoS attacks targeted large
websites like CNN, Yahoo, and Amazon in the year 2000 with an attack rate of about 1GBps. DDoS attacks reached
the rates of 70GBps in the year 2007. In 2013, a huge attack took place on Spamhaus spam detection service that
reached highest rate at that time of 300 GBps [13]. Recently, in February 2014, the largest DDoS attack known until
now with the rate of 400 GBps took place. This attack targeted a public cloud service provider called CloudFlare.
Attacks of such magnitude affect not only their targets, but affect the overall Internet in the area. As mentioned
in [14], regular Internet users experienced noticeable slowness in their Internet services.
DoS attacks can be operated on multiple layers in the network. An attacker can operate a DoS attack at the
network level to render the whole server unreachable. This is done by getting the Network Interface Card (NIC)
of the server completely occupied with useless packets in such a way that no more bandwidth is available for
legitimate users. A DoS attack can be launched in the transport layer using the very old, but still effective, SYN
Flood technique. In a SYN flood attack the attacker sends a flood of TCP SYN requests that gets the server busy
without actually completing the three-way handshake procedure used in the setup of TCP sessions. DoS attacks
can also be launched at the application level by sending fake requests to the application layer protocol to consume
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the servers memory and processing power. Sending a flood of fake SMTP requests to an electronic-mail server is a
clear example.
Many security appliances are currently capable of detecting simple DoS attacks that come from a single attacking
node. Thus, DoS attacks have evolved into a more complicated attack called Distributed DoS (DDoS). In DDoS,
the DoS attack is performed from multiple sources around the Internet such that it would be harder to trace and
block the attacker. More information about DDoS in cloud computing can be found in [15].
Although DDoS take major attention in the media, it is not the only threatening type of DoS attacks. Another
type of DoS is Asymmetric application-level DoS attacks that exploit the vulnerabilities in web-servers, databases,
as well as other cloud resources. This type of attack allows a malicious attacker to bring down an application using
very small attack payload, sometimes as small as 100 bytes.
In [16], a method that depends on covariance-matrix was used to detect DoS attacks. This method was proven
to be highly effective in detecting DoS attacks that are based on flooding.
A new DoS attack along with its counter-measure was introduced in [17]. This attack operates on the application
level to detect a network bottle-neck in one of the links and focus on flooding this link. One research direction has
employed Game Theory defense mechanisms in defending the cloud infrastructure against a special type of DoS
attacks called Co-Resident DoS attack. In co-resident DoS attack, the attacker rents a VM inside the public cloud
and conducts the DoS from the rented VM onto another VM within the same node. The attacker uses simple
tools (like nmap and hping) to deduce the exact location of the VM in the cloud and conduct a DoS attack on
the bottle-neck network channel shared among the VMs. In [18] a detection method that is based on game theory
defense mechanisms was introduced.
A model was suggested to prevent flooding attacks was introduced in [19]. This model can provide the foundation
of further study in the topic of DoS flooding attacks prevention.
More DoS and DDoS detection and prevention methods can be found in [13, 20, 21, 22, 23]

5.2.

Attacks on Hypervisor

As explained earlier, a hypervisor is the abstraction layer software that sits between the hardware and the VMs that
comprise the cloud. Although not many attacks were conducted on hypervisors, any compromise in the hypervisor
security can bring the whole cloud down.
Hyperjacking was identified in [25] as the attackers attempt to craft and run a very thin hypervisor that takes
complete control of the underlying operating system.
Once the attacker gains full control of the operating system, the whole cloud is compromised. The attacker will
be able to eavesdrop, manipulate clients data, disrupt or even shut down the complete cloud service. Although the
probability of this attack succeeding is very low, it is still a source of concern.
Another hypervisor vulnerability was previously reported in [26]. This vulnerability was found in many commercial VM and cloud computing products.
In [27] a turn-around was suggested. The paper suggested the elimination of the hypervisor attack surface by
enabling the guest VMs to run natively on the underlying hardware while maintaining the capability of running
multiple VMs at the same time.
Another solution was suggested in [28] through employing a hierarchical secure virtualization model. The
suggested hierarchical model employs a technique of threat quarantine and conquer in addition to complete control
on virtualization.
In [29] a hardware protection scheme for VMs was suggested. This hardware protection scheme would protect
the VMs from a compromised hypervisor while keeping the flexibility to manage the cloud environment required
by the hypervisor. The proposed method applies to multi-core multiprocessor systems. More details on hypervisor
vulnerabilities can be found in [30].

5.3.

Resource-Freeing Attacks

When multiple VMs share the same physical node in a cloud, the performance of any given VM will degrade if
another VM is over-using the resources. Research conducted in [31] has shown that the performance of a cachesensitive benchmark can degrade by more than 80% because of interference from another VM.
The same paper, [31], discusses how an attack can be conducted by a cloud user to free up resources used by
other users. By doing this, the user can have more free resources at his/her disposal.
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Side-Channel Attacks

In a side-channel attack, the attacker gains information about the cryptographic technique used by analysing
physical characteristics of the cryptosystem implementation. The attacker uses information about the timing,
power consumption, electromagnetic leaks,..etc. to exploit the system. This collected information can be employed
in finding sensitive information about the cryptographic system in use. For example, information about power
consumption can result in knowing the key used in encryption.
These attacks, despite their relative easiness of implementation, can result in dangerous exploitations that can
render the whole cryptosystem worthless. More information about side-channel attacks can be found in [32].
In cloud computing, side-channels attacks are conducted through gaining access to the physical node hosting
the target VM. This access can be available through creating a VM in the same physical node that is hosting the
target VM. This is particularly possible in public clouds. The attacker can keep creating VMs in the cloud until one
VM is created in the same physicl node of the target VM. Afterwards, the attacker can start collecting information
necessary to conduct the attack. A method to do this was introduced in [33].
Many researchers focused in their side-channel attacks research on cache memory. In [34], the research focused
on threats on the L2 covert channels and how these threats can be exploited or countered.
Research was also done on attacking AES encryption in a virtualized environment. In this attack, the attacker
was able to extract sensitive keying material from an isolated trusted execution domain using Bernsteins correlation
[35].
Research on timing channels and their determination in cloud computing was conducted in [36]. This research
proposed using provider-enforced deterministic execution as a replacement of resource partitioning to eliminate
timing channels within a shared cloud domain.
Many researchers tackled countering side-channel attacks. Papers such as [37] discussed mitigating side-channel
attacks in different environments. This paper proposed a general mitigation strategy that focuses on the infrastructure used to measure side channel leaks rather than the source of leaks. The proposed technique can be applied to
all known and unknown microarchitectural side-channel leaks.
More cloud-computing oriented research on the mitigation of side-channel attacks was introduced in [38]. This
paper proposed an approach that leverages dynamic cache coloring. The proposed dynamic cache coloring is by
notifying the VM management software to swap the process data to a safe and isolated cache line whenever the
application is handling security-sensitive data. The performance degradation caused by this method is less when
compared to other techniques to mitigate cache side-channel attacks.
A similar method was later introduced in [39]. STEALTHMEM that was introduced in this paper is a systemlevel protection mechanism designed to counter cache side-channel attacks in a cloud computing environment. The
suggested system contains a set of locked cache lines for each core. These cache lines are never evicted from the
cache and the system efficiently multiplexes them so that each VM would be capable of loading its own sensitive data
into the locked cache. In this way, any VM on the physical node can hide memory access patterns of confidential
data from other VMs.
More cloud-based side-channel attacks mitigation techniques were introduced in [40, 41, 42, 43, 44]

5.5.

Attacks on Confidentiality

It is a major concern for all cloud computing clients to secure their data. The confidentiality intended by clients
is not only to protect their data from public attacks, but to protect their data from their cloud service provider.
Clients would not accept that their service provider is capable of accessing their private data whenever they want.
Thus, clients use encryption.
Confidentiality has always been a target for security attacks since the start of computers. In cloud computing,
confidentiality is not only about client data confidentiality. Confidentiality is required in the cloud infrastructure
as well. Exploiting private cloud information like encryption-keys, VM locations, or operating system information
can lead to more dangerous attacks.
A non-technical attack can be conducted through social engineering. In a such attack, that attacker can get
private information like encryption-keys, passwords, usernames,..etc. by tricking privileged users into giving access
to their accounts. There is no single specific form this attack takes. It can be mostly done by the attacker
impersonating the identity of an IT-support technician, system administrator, or any other person that can have
access to private information. The best way to counter this attack through educating users about the nature and
shape of these attacks and sometimes additional institutional policies can reduce the probability of such attacks
occurrence.
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Many other attacks on confidentiality can be orchestrated through side-channel attacks. In [45], an attack was
conducted by mapping the internal cloud infrastructure, identifying where a particular VM is likely to reside, and
then initiating VMs until on of the is co-resident with the target VM in the same physical machine. Afterwards, the
attacker used this co-resident placement to mount cross-virtual-machine side channel attacks to extract information
from the target VM that lies within the same physical machine. Amazon EC2 public cloud service was used for
case study to conduct the attack. The first part of the procedure is similar to the approach used in [18] to conduct
DoS attack.
Side channel attacks were also employed in [46] but this time it was used to extract private keys used in client
data encryption. This attack was the first of its kind that was demonstrated on a symmetric multiprocessing system
with Xen virtualization. The attacker was able to retrieve encryption keys of ElGamal [47, 48] encryption algorithm
use in the target VM.

5.6.

Other Attacks

In addition to the attacks described earlier, other attacks exist. More information about other attacks can be found
in [49, 50, 51, 52, 53]

6.

General Cloud Security Recommendations
• Install and maintain a firewall configuration. A firewall should be placed at each external network interface
and between each security zone within the cloud [54].
• Do not use vendor supplied defaults for passwords and other security parameters.
• Research into standardized SLAs and liability provisions could lead to greater accountability [55].
• Ensure that no unnecessary functions or processes are active.
• Ensure patch management.
• Protect encryption keys from misuse or disclosure.
• Promptly revoke access for terminated users [54].

More general discussions and recommendations about cloud security can be found in [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]

7.

Conclusions

With the rapid increase in the adoption of cloud computing by many organizations, security issues arise. In this
paper we have discussed in details the most important threats and attacks on cloud security. The paper also included
suggestions to mitigate these threats and attacks. The paper provided general cloud security recommendations as
well.
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